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Abstract

This paper studies quantum Arthur-Merlin games, which are Arthur-Merlin games in which Arthur
and Merlin can perform quantum computations and Merlin can send Arthur quantum information. As
in the classical case, messages from Arthur to Merlin are restricted to be strings of uniformly gener-
ated random bits. It is proved that for one-message quantum Arthur-Merlin games, which correspond
to the complexity classQMA, completeness and soundness errors can be reduced exponentially with-
out increasing the length of Merlin’s message. Previous constructions for reducing error required a
polynomial increase in the length of Merlin’s message. Applications of this fact include a proof that
logarithmic length quantum certificates yield no increase in power overBQP and a simple proof that
QMA ⊆ PP. Other facts that are proved include the equivalence of three (or more) message quan-
tum Arthur-Merlin games with ordinary quantum interactiveproof systems and some basic properties
concerning two-message quantum Arthur-Merlin games.

1 Introduction

Interactive proof systems and Arthur-Merlin games were introduced by [GMR89] and [Bab85] (see also
[BM88]) in order to model the notion of computationally efficient verification. In an interactive proof
system, a polynomial-time verifier with a private source of uniformly generated random bits interacts with
a computationally unbounded prover in an attempt to check the validity of the claim that a common input
string is contained in some prespecified language. Arthur-Merlin games are similar in principle to interactive
proof systems, but are somewhat more restricted—the verifier (called Arthur in this setting) no longer has
a private source of randomness, but instead has only a publicsource of randomness that is visible to the
prover (called Merlin). Because Arthur is deterministic aside from the bits produced by the random source,
one may without loss of generality view that an Arthur-Merlin game is simply an interactive proof system in
which the verifier’s messages to the prover consist only of uniformly generated bits from the public random
source.

Although Arthur-Merlin games are more restricted than interactive proof systems in the sense just de-
scribed, the two models are known to be computationally equivalent. In particular, any language having an
interactive proof system in which a constant number of messages is exchanged between the prover and ver-
ifier also has an Arthur-Merlin game in which precisely two messages are exchanged, the first from Arthur
to Merlin and the second from Merlin back to Arthur [GS89, BM88]. The complexity class consisting of
all such languages isAM. Also following from [GS89] is the fact that any language having an unrestricted
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(polynomial-message) interactive proof system also has a polynomial-message Arthur-Merlin game. The
complexity class consisting of all such languages was initially calledIP, but is now known to be equal to
PSPACE [LFKN92, Sha92].

A third complexity class arising from these models isMA, which is the class consisting of all languages
having an interactive proof system in which a single messageis sent, from the prover to the verifier. One
may view the definition of this class as a slight variation on the “guess and check” definition ofNP, where
instead of being deterministic the checking procedure may use randomness. As the usual convention for
Arthur-Merlin games is to disallow Arthur the use of the public random source except for the generation
of messages, the classMA would typically be described as consisting of all languageshaving two-message
Arthur-Merlin games in which the first message is sent from Merlin to Arthur and the second from Arthur to
Merlin. However, given that the information transmitted toMerlin in the second message is irrelevant from
the point of view of the game, and may instead be viewed as justa use of the random source and not as a
message, it is natural to refer to such games as one-message Arthur-Merlin games.

Quantum computational variants of interactive proof systems have previously been considered in several
papers, including the general multiple-message case [Wat03, KW00, KM03, RW04, GW05] as well as the
single-message case [AR03, JWB03, KR03, KKR04, KMY03, RS04, Vya03, Wat00]. As for classical
interactive proof systems, quantum interactive proof systems consist of two parties—a prover with unlimited
computation power and a computationally bounded verifier. Now, however, the two parties may process and
exchange quantum information. The complexity class consisting of all languages having quantum interactive
proof systems is denotedQIP, and satisfiesPSPACE ⊆ QIP ⊆ EXP [KW00]. Here,EXP denotes the
class of languages decidable by a deterministic Turing machine running in time2q for some polynomialq.

There are both similarities and some apparent differences in the properties of quantum and classical
interactive proof systems. Perhaps the most significant difference is that any language having an unrestricted
(polynomial-message) quantum interactive proof system also has a three-message quantum interactive proof
system [KW00]. This cannot happen classically unlessAM = PSPACE.

This paper investigates various aspects of quantum Arthur-Merlin games. In analogy to the classical
case, we define quantum Arthur-Merlin games to be restrictedforms of quantum interactive proof systems
in which the verifier’s (Arthur’s) messages to the prover (Merlin) are uniformly generated random bits, as
opposed to arbitrary messages. Consequently, Arthur is notcapable of sending quantum information to
Merlin at any point during a quantum Arthur-Merlin game. Similar to the classical case, quantum Arthur-
Merlin games give rise to complexity classes depending on the number of messages exchanged between
Arthur and Merlin. In particular, we obtain three primary complexity classes corresponding to Arthur-
Merlin games with one message, two messages, and three or more messages.

In the one-message case, Merlin sends a single message to Arthur, who checks it and makes a decision
to accept or reject the input. The corresponding complexityclass is denotedQMA, and has been considered
previously in the papers cited above. In this situation Merlin’s message to Arthur may simply be viewed
as a quantum witness or certificate that Arthur checks in polynomial time with a quantum computer. To
our knowledge, the idea of a quantum state playing the role ofa certificate in this sense was first proposed
by [Kni96], and the idea was later studied in greater depth by[Kit99]. Kitaev proved various fundamental
properties ofQMA, which are described in [KSV02] and [AN02].

One of the facts that Kitaev proved was that the completenessand soundness errors in aQMA protocol
may be efficiently reduced by parallel repetition. Because quantum information cannot be copied, however,
and Arthur’s verification procedure is potentially destructive to Merlin’s message, Arthur requires multiple
copies of Merlin’s message for this method to work. This method therefore requires a polynomial increase
in the length of Merlin’s message to Arthur in order to achieve exponentially decreasing error. In this paper,
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we prove that this increase in the length of Merlin’s messageis not required after all—using a different error
reduction method, an exponential reduction in error is possible with no increase whatsoever in the length of
Merlin’s message to Arthur.

It is known thatQMA is contained in the classPP, which can be proved using theGapP-based method
of [FR99] together with some simple facts from matrix analysis. This fact was noted without proof in
[KW00]. A proof of this fact was, however, given by [Vya03], who in fact strengthened this result to show
thatQMA is contained in a subclassA0PP of PP. (Definitions of the classesPP andA0PP can be found
in 2 of this paper.) Based on our new error reduction method, we give a simplified proof of this containment.
We also use our error reduction method to prove that one-message quantum Arthur-Merlin games in which
Merlin’s message has logarithmic length give no increase inpower overBQP.

In the two-message case, Arthur flips some number of fair coins, sends the results of those coin-flips
to Merlin, and Merlin responds with some quantum state. Arthur performs a polynomial-time quantum
computation on the random bits together with Merlin’s response, which determines whether Arthur accepts
or rejects. The corresponding complexity class will be denotedQAM. Two facts aboutQAM are proved in
this paper. The first is the very basic fact that parallel repetition reduces error exactly as in the classical case.
(This fact does not follow from known facts about quantum interactive proof systems, as parallel repetition
is only known to reduce error for general quantum interactive proof systems having perfect completeness.)
The second fact is thatQAM is contained inBP ·PP, the class obtained by applying theBP operator to the
classPP.

Finally, in the three-message case, Merlin sends Arthur a message consisting of some number of qubits,
Arthur flips some number of fair coins and sends the results toMerlin, and then Merlin responds with a
second collection of qubits. Arthur performs a polynomial-time quantum computation on all of the qubits
sent by Merlin together with the values of his own coin-flips,and decides whether to accept or reject. The
corresponding complexity class will be denotedQMAM. It is proved that any language having an ordinary
quantum interactive proof system is contained inQMAM, implying QMAM = QIP.

In spirit, the equalityQMAM = QIP resembles the theorem of [GS89] establishing that classical
Arthur-Merlin games and interactive proof systems are equivalent in power. However, there is no similarity
in the proofs of these facts. Moreover, our result is stronger than what is likely to hold classically. Specif-
ically, we prove that any language having a quantum interactive proof system also has a three-message
quantum Arthur-Merlin game in which Arthur’s only message to Merlin consists of just a single coin-flip
(in order to achieve perfect completeness and soundness error exponentially close to 1/2). This is impos-
sible classically unless interaction is useless in classical interactive proof systems; for if Arthur flips only
one coin, Merlin may as well send his first message and the two possible second messages to Arthur in a
single message. The reason why this strategy fails in the quantum case is that Merlin’s first and second
messages may need to be entangled in order to be convincing toArthur, but it may not possible for Merlin
to simultaneously entangle his two possible second messages with the first in a way that convinces Arthur
to accept. This is an example of the principle that Bennett refers to as the “monogamy of entanglement”
(see, for example, [Ter04]); the more a given system is entangled with a second system, the less it can be
entangled with a third.

Organization of the paper

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We beginwith 2, which discusses background in-
formation needed elsewhere in the paper, including a summary of basic notation and conventions that are
used, definitions of some relevant counting complexity classes, and background on quantum computation
and quantum interactive proof systems. The next three sections correspond to the three complexity classes
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QMA, QAM, andQMAM, respectively; 3 discusses one-message quantum Arthur-Merlin games, 4 dis-
cusses the two-message case, and 5 discusses the case of three or more messages. The paper concludes with
6, which mentions some open problems relating to quantum Arthur-Merlin games.

2 Background Information

This section summarizes various background information that is needed for the remainder of the paper, in-
cluding information on quantum computation, counting complexity, and quantum interactive proof systems.

We begin with some remarks about notation and other simple conventions that are followed throughout.
All strings and languages in this paper will be over the alphabet Σ = {0, 1}. We denote bypoly the set
of all functionsf : N → N\{0} (whereN = {0, 1, 2, . . .}) for which there exists a polynomial-time
deterministic Turing machine that outputs1f(n) on input1n. For every integerk ≥ 2, we fix a polynomial-
time computable function that, for every choice ofx1, . . . , xk ∈ Σ∗, encodes thek-tuple (x1, . . . , xk) as a
single element ofΣ∗. These functions are assumed to satisfy the usual properties of tuple-functions, namely
that they are one-to-one and polynomial-time invertible ineach argument. As is typical, reference to these
functions is often implicit; for instance, we writef(x1, . . . , xk) as shorthand forf((x1, . . . , xk)) when
x1, . . . , xk ∈ Σ∗ and the domain of the functionf is understood to beΣ∗.

Quantum computation

We will assume that the reader has familiarity with the mathematics of quantum information, which is
discussed in the books of [KSV02] and [NC00]. The quantum complexity classes discussed in this paper
are based on the quantum circuit model, with which we also assume familiarity.

All quantum circuits considered in this paper will be assumed to be composed only of Toffoli gates,
Hadamard gates, andi-shift gates (which induce the mapping|0〉 7→ |0〉, |1〉 7→ i|1〉). This is a universal
set of gates [Kit97], so there is no loss of generality in restricting our attention to this set. We assume that
a reasonable encoding scheme has been fixed that allows quantum circuits to be encoded as binary strings
having length at least the size of the encoded circuit and at most some fixed polynomial in the circuit’s size.

A collection{Ax : x ∈ Σ∗} of quantum circuits is said to begenerated in polynomial-timeif there exists
a polynomial-time deterministic Turing machine that, on input x ∈ Σ∗, outputs an encoding of the circuit
Ax. When such a family is parameterized by tuples of strings, itis to be understood that we are implicitly
referring to one of the tuple-functions discussed previously. For instance, we will consider families of the
form {Ax,y : x, y ∈ Σ∗} when two- and three-message quantum Arthur-Merlin games are discussed.

The notion of a polynomial-time generated family is similarto the usual notion of a polynomial-time
uniform family of circuits, except that it allows the procedure generating the circuits to have access to the
input x rather than just the length ofx written in unary. In essence, the inputx may be “hard-coded” into
a given circuit in a polynomial-time generated family, so that it is not necessary to assume that the input
x is input to the circuit itself. This is simply done as a matterof convenience and simplicity—all of the
polynomial-time generated families of quantum circuits inthis paper could be replaced by polynomial-time
uniform families where the string given to the generating procedure is instead input directly into the circuit.

Let us illustrate the use of polynomial-time generated families of quantum circuits by definingBQP,
the class of languages recognizable in quantum polynomial time with bounded error. A languageL is in
BQP if and only if there exists a polynomial-time generated family {Ax} of quantum circuits such that the
following conditions hold. First, it is required that thereexist a functionk ∈ poly such that each circuitAx

act on preciselyk(|x|) qubits. (This condition is not really necessary, but will simplify further discussions.)
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Let Π1 = |1〉〈1| ⊗ Ik−1, wherek is shorthand fork(|x|) and, in general,In denotes the identity operator
acting onn qubits. Then it is required that

1. if x ∈ L then
∥

∥Π1Ax|0k〉
∥

∥

2 ≥ 2
3 , and

2. if x 6∈ L then
∥

∥Π1Ax|0k〉
∥

∥

2 ≤ 1
3 .

In words, if the input isx, then the circuitAx is run on the all-zero input and the first qubit is measured in
the standard basis. If the measurement result is 1, the computation is viewed as accepting, otherwise it is
rejecting. The usual notion of bounded error is required.

It will sometimes be helpful when describing certain quantum Arthur-Merlin games to refer toquantum
registers. These are simply collections of qubits to which we assign some name. When we refer to the
reduced stateof a given register, we mean the mixed state obtained by tracing out all other registers beside
the one to which we are referring.

Counting classes

Some of the results in this paper involve relations between complexity classes based on quantum Arthur-
Merlin games and classes based on the notion of counting complexity. Here we briefly discuss this notion
and the classes relevant to this paper; for more informationabout counting complexity, see [For97].

A function f : Σ∗ → N is an element of the function class#P if and only if there exists a polynomial-
time nondeterministic Turing machine that, on each inputx ∈ Σ∗, has preciselyf(x) accepting computation
paths. For any functionf ∈ #P there exists a functionq ∈ poly such thatf(x) ≤ 2q(|x|) for all x ∈ Σ∗.

A function f : Σ∗ → Z is an element of the function classFP if it is computable in polynomial time,
with the understanding that the output of the function is theinteger represented in binary notation by the
output of the computation.

A function f : Σ∗ → Z is an element of the function classGapP if and only if there exist functions
g, h ∈ #P such thatf(x) = g(x) − h(x) for all x ∈ Σ∗. The function classGapP possesses remarkable
closure properties, including closure under subtraction,exponential sums, and polynomial products. In
particular, iff ∈ GapP andq ∈ poly , then the functionsg andh defined as

g(x) =

2q(|x|)
∑

i=1

f(x, i), h(x) =

q(|x|)
∏

i=1

f(x, i)

are elements ofGapP. (Here the integeri is identified with the string having no leading zeroes that encodes
it in binary notation.) It is not difficult to show thatFP ⊆ GapP.

The complexity classPP consists of all languagesL ⊆ Σ∗ for which there exists a functionf ∈ GapP
such thatx ∈ L if and only if f(x) > 0 for all x ∈ Σ∗. The classA0PP consists of all languagesL ⊆ Σ∗

for which there exist functionsf ∈ GapP andg ∈ FP satisfying

x ∈ L ⇒ f(x) ≥ g(x), x 6∈ L ⇒ 0 ≤ f(x) ≤ g(x)

2
,

for all x ∈ Σ∗. Finally, the complexity classBP · PP refers to theBP operator applied to the classPP; it
contains all languagesL ⊆ Σ∗ such that there exists a languageA ∈ PP and a functionq ∈ poly such that

∣

∣

∣

{

y ∈ Σq(|x|) : (x, y) ∈ A ⇔ x ∈ L
}
∣

∣

∣
≥ 2

3
2q(|x|).
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Counting complexity and quantum complexity were related by[FR99], who gave a simple proof that
BQP ⊆ PP based on the closure properties ofGapP functions discussed above. (The containmentBQP ⊆
PP had been proved earlier by [ADH97] using a different method.) In fact, Fortnow & Rogers proved the
stronger containmentBQP ⊆ AWPP, whereAWPP is a subclass ofPP that we will not define in this
paper. As a couple of the facts we prove are based on the methodof Fortnow & Rogers, it will be helpful
for us to summarize this method. The quantum Turing machine model was used in the original proof, but
our summary is instead based on polynomial-time generated families of quantum circuits.

Suppose thatL ∈ BQP, which implies the existence of a polynomial-time generated family {Ax} of
quantum circuits satisfying the conditions of the definition of BQP discussed previously. The goal is to
construct aGapP functionf and a polynomially boundedFP functiong such that

f(x)

2g(x)
= 〈0k |A†

xΠ1Ax|0k 〉 =
∥

∥

∥
Π1Ax|0k〉

∥

∥

∥

2
.

Once this is done, theGapP function h(x) = 2f(x) − 2g(x) satisfies the required property to establish
L ∈ PP; namely thath(x) > 0 if and only if x ∈ L.

The functionsf andg are of course based on the circuit family{Ax}. For a given stringx, assume that
the circuitAx consists of gatesG1, . . . , Gq(|x|) for some functionq ∈ poly . Each of the gatesGj , when
tensored with the identity operator on the qubits not affected byGj , gives rise to a2k × 2k matrix whose
individual entries, indexed by pairs of strings of lengthk, can be computed in polynomial time givenx.
These entries are elements of the set

{

0, 1, i, 1/
√

2,−1/
√

2
}

because we assumeAx is composed only of Toffoli, Hadamard, andi-shift gates. Similarly,Π1 is a2k × 2k

matrix whose entries (this time restricted to the set{0, 1}) are also computable in polynomial time givenx.
The value〈0k |A†

xΠ1Ax|0k 〉 therefore corresponds to the(0k, 0k) entry of the matrix product

G†
1 · · ·G†

q Π1Gq · · ·G1,

which can be expressed as an exponential sum of a polynomial product of the entries of these matrices.
By letting the functiong represents the total number of Hadamard transforms in the circuit Ax, it is fairly
straightforward to construct an appropriateGapP functionf based on closure properties of the classGapP.
Further details can be found in [FR99] as well as in [Vya03].

Quantum interactive proofs

Here we discuss background information on quantum interactive proof systems that will be used later in
the paper when it is proved that quantum Arthur-Merlin gameshave the same power as arbitrary quantum
interactive proof systems. It will only be necessary for us to discuss the particular case of three-message
quantum interactive proof systems, as any polynomial-message quantum interactive proof system can be
simulated by a three-message quantum interactive proof. Moreover, such a proof system may be taken to
have perfect completeness and exponentially small soundness error. These facts are proved in [KW00], to
which the reader is referred for a more complete discussion of quantum interactive proof systems.

For a fixed inputx, a three-message quantum interactive proof system operates as follows. The verifier
begins with ak-qubit registerV and the prover begins with two registers: anm-qubit registerM and an
l-qubit registerP. The registerV corresponds to the verifier’s work-space, the registerM corresponds to the
message qubits that are sent back and forth between the prover and verifier, and the registerP corresponds to
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the prover’s workspace. The registerM begins in the prover’s possession because the prover sends the first
message. The verifier’s work-space registerV begins initialized to the state|0k〉, while the prover initializes
the pair(M,P) to some arbitrary quantum state|ψ〉.

In the first message, the prover sendsM to the verifier. The verifier applies some unitary transformation
V1 to the pair(V,M) and returnsM to the prover in the second message. The prover now applies some
arbitrary unitary transformationU to the pair(M,P) and returnsM to the verifier in the third and final
message. Finally, the verifier applies a second unitary transformationV2 to the pair(V,M) and measures the
first qubit of the resulting collection of qubits in the standard basis. The outcome 1 is interpreted as “accept”
and 0 is interpreted as “reject”.

Let Π0, Π1, ∆0, and∆1 be projections defined as

Π1 = |1〉〈1| ⊗ Ik+m−1, ∆1 = |0k〉〈0k | ⊗ Im, Π0 = |0〉〈0| ⊗ Ik+m−1, ∆0 = Ik+m −∆1.

In other words, these arek + m qubit projections that act on the pair of registers(V,M); Π1 andΠ0 are
projections onto those states for which the first qubit of theregisterV is 1 or 0, respectively, and∆1 and∆0

are projections onto those states for which the registerV contains the state|0k 〉 or contains a state orthogonal
to |0k 〉, respectively.

The maximum probability with which a verifier specified byV1 andV2 can be made to accept is

∥

∥

∥
(Π1V2 ⊗ Il)(Ik ⊗ U)(V1 ⊗ Il)(|0k 〉|ψ〉)

∥

∥

∥

2
, (1)

maximized over all choices of the state|ψ〉 and the unitary transformationU . The numberl is determined by
the prover’s strategy, so one may maximize over this number as well. However, there is no loss of generality
in assumingl = m+ k; with this many work qubits, the prover may store a purification of the reduced state
of the pair(V,M), which is sufficient for an optimal strategy.

There is another way to characterize the maximum acceptanceprobability for a given verifier based on
the fidelity function

F (ρ, ξ) = tr
√√

ρ ξ
√
ρ.

To describe this characterization we will need to define various sets of states of the pair of registers(V,M).
For any projectionΛ on k + m qubits letS(Λ) denote the set of all mixed statesρ of (V,M) that satisfy
ρ = ΛρΛ, i.e., the collection of states whose support is contained in the space onto whichΛ projects. Also
let SV(Λ) denote the set of all reduced states ofV that result from some stateρ ∈ S(Λ), i.e.,

SV(Λ) = {trM ρ : ρ ∈ S(Λ)} ,

wheretrM denotes the partial trace over the registerM.

Proposition 2.1. The maximum probability with which a verifier specified byV1 andV2 can be made to
accept is

max
{

F (ρ, ξ)2 : ρ ∈ SV(V1∆1V
†
1 ), ξ ∈ SV(V †

2 Π1V2)
}

.

This proposition is essentially a restatement based on Uhlmann’s Theorem (see [NC00]), of the fact that
the quantity 1 above represents the maximum acceptance probability of the verifier described byV1 andV2.
This equivalence is discussed further in [KW00].
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3 QMA

A QMA verification procedureA is a family of quantum circuits{Ax : x ∈ Σ∗} that is generated in
polynomial time, together with a functionm ∈ poly . The functionm specifies the length of Merlin’s
message to Arthur, and it is assumed that each circuitAx acts onm(|x|) + k(|x|) qubits for some function
k specifying the number of work qubits used by the circuit. As we have done in the previous section, when
the inputx has been fixed or is implicit we will generally writem to meanm(|x|), k to meank(|x|), and
so forth, in order to simplify our notation. When we want to emphasize the length of Merlin’s message, we
will refer toA as anm-qubit QMA verification procedure.

Consider the following process for a stringx ∈ Σ∗ and a quantum state|ψ〉 onm qubits:

1. Run the circuitAx on the input state|ψ〉|0k 〉.
2. Measure the first qubit of the resulting state in the standard basis, interpreting the outcome 1 asaccept

and the outcome 0 asreject.

The probability associated with the two possible outcomes will be referred to asPr[Ax accepts|ψ〉] and
Pr[Ax rejects|ψ〉] accordingly.

Definition 3.1. The classQMA(a, b) consists of all languagesL ⊆ Σ∗ for which there exists aQMA
verification procedureA for which the following holds:

1. For allx ∈ L there exists anm qubit quantum state|ψ〉 such thatPr[Ax accepts|ψ〉] ≥ a.

2. For allx 6∈ L and allm qubit quantum states|ψ〉, Pr[Ax accepts|ψ〉] ≤ b.

For anym ∈ poly , the classQMAm(a, b) consists of all languagesL ⊆ Σ∗ for which there exists an
m-qubit QMA verification procedure that satisfies the above properties.

One may consider the cases wherea andb are constants or functions of the input lengthn = |x| in this
definition. If a andb are functions of the input length, it is assumed thata(n) andb(n) can be computed
deterministically in time polynomial inn. When no reference is made to the probabilitiesa and b, it is
assumeda = 2/3 andb = 1/3.

Strong Error Reduction

It is known thatQMA is robust with respect to error bounds in the following sense.

Theorem 3.2 (Kitaev). Leta, b : N→ [0, 1] andq ∈ poly satisfy

a(n)− b(n) ≥ 1

q(n)

for all n ∈ N. ThenQMA(a, b) ⊆ QMA(1− 2−r, 2−r) for everyr ∈ poly .

A proof of this theorem appears in Section 14.2 of [KSV02]. The idea of the proof is as follows.
If we have a verification procedureA with completeness and soundness probabilities given bya andb, we
construct a new verification procedure that independently runsA on some sufficiently large number of copies
of the original certificate and accepts if the number of acceptances ofA is larger than(a + b)/2. The only
difficulty in proving that this construction works lies in the fact that the new certificate cannot be assumed
to consist of several copies of the original certificate, butmay be an arbitrary (possibly highly entangled)
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quantum state. Intuitively, however, entanglement cannothelp Merlin to cheat; under the assumption that
x 6∈ L, the probability of acceptance for any particular execution ofA is bounded above byb, and this is true
regardless of whether one conditions on the outcomes of any of the other executions ofA. This construction
requires an increase in the length of Merlin’s message to Arthur in order to reduce error.

The main result of this section is the following theorem, which states that one may decrease error without
any increase in the length of Merlin’s message.

Theorem 3.3. Leta, b : N→ [0, 1] andq ∈ poly satisfy

a(n)− b(n) ≥ 1

q(n)

for all n ∈ N. ThenQMAm(a, b) ⊆ QMAm(1− 2−r, 2−r) for everym, r ∈ poly .

Proof. AssumeL ∈ QMAm(a, b), andA is anm-qubitQMA verification procedure that witnesses this fact.
We will describe a newm-qubitQMA verification procedureB with exponentially small completeness and
soundness error for the languageL, which will suffice to prove the theorem.

It will simplify matters to assume hereafter that the inputx is fixed—it will be clear that the new veri-
fication procedure can be generated in polynomial-time. As the inputx is fixed, we will writeA andB to
denoteAx andBx, respectively.

It will be helpful to refer to them message qubits along with thek work-space qubits ofA as a single
m+k qubit quantum registerR. Define projections acting on the vector space corresponding toR as follows:

Π1 = |1〉〈1| ⊗ Im+k−1, ∆1 = Im ⊗ |0k 〉〈0k |, Π0 = |0〉〈0| ⊗ Im+k−1, ∆0 = Im+k −∆1. (2)

The measurement described by{Π0,Π1} is just a measurement of the first qubit ofR in the computational
basis; this measurement determines whether Arthur acceptsor rejects after the circuitA is applied. The
measurement described by{∆0,∆1} gives outcome 1 if the lastk qubits ofR, which correspond to Arthur’s
work-space qubits, are set to their initial all-zero state,and gives outcome 0 otherwise. (These projections
are similar to those in 2 except that the message qubits and Arthur’s work qubits are reversed for notational
convenience.)

The procedureB operates as follows. It assumes that initially the firstm qubits ofR contain Merlin’s
message|ψ〉 and the remainingk qubits are set to the state|0k 〉.

1. Sety0 ← 1 andi← 1.

2. Repeat:

a. ApplyA to R and measureR with respect to the measurement described by{Π0,Π1}. Letyi denote
the outcome, and seti← i+ 1.

b. Apply A† to R and measureR with respect to the measurement described by{∆0,∆1}. Let yi

denote the outcome, and seti← i+ 1.

Until i ≥ N , whereN = 8 q2r.

3. For eachi = 1, . . . , N set

zi ←
{

1 if yi = yi−1

0 if yi 6= yi−1.

Accept if
∑N

i=1 zi ≥ N · a+b
2 and reject otherwise.
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Figure 1: Example circuit diagram for verification procedureB.

Although the description of this procedure refers to various measurements, it is possible to simulate these
measurements with unitary gates in the standard way, which allows the entire procedure to be implemented
by a unitary quantum circuit. 1 illustrates a quantum circuit implementing this procedure for the caseN = 5.
In this figure,S represents the computation described in the last step ofB, and the last qubit rather than the
first represents the output qubit to simplify the figure.

We first consider the behavior of the verification procedureB in the situation that the state|ψ〉 is an
eigenvector of the operator

Q = (Im ⊗ 〈0k |)A†Π1A(Im ⊗ |0k〉),
with corresponding eigenvaluep. We have

p = 〈ψ|Q|ψ〉 =
∥

∥

∥
Π1A(|ψ〉|0k 〉)

∥

∥

∥

2
,

and thusp is the probability that the verification procedureA accepts|ψ〉. Let |φ〉 = |ψ〉|0k 〉, which implies
that |φ〉 is an eigenvector of∆1A

†Π1A∆1, also having corresponding eigenvaluep. We will show that the
verification procedureB accepts|ψ〉 with probability

∑

N · a+b
2

≤j≤N

(

N

j

)

pj(1− p)N−j . (3)

Using standard Chernoff-type bounds, this probability canbe shown to be greater than1− 2−r whenp ≥ a
and less than2−r whenp ≤ b, given the choice ofN = 8q2r.

The fact that|ψ〉 is accepted with the probability given in equation 3 will follow from the fact that the
procedureB obtains each possible sequence(z1, . . . , zN ) with probabilitypw(z)(1 − p)N−w(z) for w(z) =
∑N

i=1 zi. This is straightforward ifp = 0 or p = 1, so assume0 < p < 1.
Define vectors|γ0〉, |γ1〉, |δ0〉, and|δ1〉 as follows:

|γ0〉 =
Π0A∆1|φ〉√

1− p , |γ1〉 =
Π1A∆1|φ〉√

p
, |δ0〉 =

∆0A
†Π1|γ1〉√
1− p , |δ1〉 =

∆1A
†Π1|γ1〉√
p

.

As ∆1A
†Π1A∆1|φ〉 = p |φ〉 and|φ〉 is a unit vector we have

〈φ|∆1A
†Π1A∆1|φ〉 = p,

〈φ|∆1A
†Π0A∆1|φ〉 = 〈φ|∆1A

†(I −Π1)A∆1|φ〉 = 1− p,

10
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Figure 2: Transition probabilities for verification procedureB.

and thus|γ0〉 and|γ1〉 are unit vectors. Moreover, as

Π1A∆1A
†Π1|γ1〉 =

Π1A∆1

(

∆1A
†Π1A∆1

)

|φ〉
√
p

= p |γ1〉,

we have that|δ0〉 and|δ1〉 are unit vectors by similar reasoning. Note also that|δ1〉 = |φ〉, which follows
immediately from the fact that|φ〉 is an eigenvector of∆1A

†Π1A∆1 with eigenvaluep. Based on these
observations we conclude that

A |δ0〉 = −√p |γ0〉+
√

1− p |γ1〉

A |δ1〉 =
√

1− p |γ0〉+
√
p |γ1〉.

(4)

It will also be helpful to note that

A† |γ0〉 = −√p |δ0〉+
√

1− p |δ1〉

A† |γ1〉 =
√

1− p |δ0〉+
√
p |δ1〉

(5)

which follows from the equations 4 along with the fact thatA is unitary.
With the above equations 4 and 5 in hand, it is now possible to calculate the probability associated with

each sequence of measurement outcomes. The procedureB begins in state|φ〉 = |δ1〉, and the procedureA
is performed. After the measurement described by{Π0,Π1} the (renormalized) state of registerR becomes
|γ0〉 or |γ1〉 according to whether the outcome is 0 or 1, with associated probabilities1−p andp, respectively.
If instead the procedureB were to start in state|δ0〉, the renormalized states after measurement would be
the same, but the probabilities would be reversed; probability p is associated with outcome 0 and probability
1−pwith outcome 1. For the second step of the loop the situation is similar. If the registerR is in state|γ1〉,
the transformationA† is applied, and the state is measured with respect to the measurement{∆0,∆1}, the
renormalized state after measurement will be either|δ1〉 or |δ0〉, with associated probabilitiesp and1 − p.
If instead the initial state were|γ0〉 rather than|γ1〉, the renormalized states after the measurement would
again be the same, but the probabilities would be reversed. These transition probabilities are illustrated in
2. In all cases we see that the probability of obtaining the same outcome as for the previous measurement
is p, and the probability of the opposite outcome is1− p. The probability associated with a given sequence
z = (z1, . . . , zN ) is thereforepw(z)(1 − p)N−w(z) as claimed, as eachzi is 1 if the measurement outcomes

11



yi−1 andyi are equal, and is 0 otherwise. (Settingy0 = 1 includes the first measurement outcome in this
pattern.)

At this point we are ready to consider the completeness and soundness properties of the procedureB.
Suppose first that the inputx is in L, which implies that the procedureA can be made to accept with
probability at leasta. As an arbitrary state|ψ〉 is accepted byA with probability 〈ψ|Q|ψ〉, we therefore
have〈ψ|Q|ψ〉 ≥ a for some choice of|ψ〉. BecauseQ is positive semidefinite it is the case that〈ψ|Q|ψ〉
is bounded above by the largest eigenvalue ofQ. Consequently there must exist a unit eigenvector|ψ〉 of Q
having associated eigenvaluep ≥ a. The procedureB has been shown to accept such a choice of|ψ〉 with
probability at least1− 2−r as required.

Now let us consider the soundness of the procedureB. If the inputx is not contained inL, then every
choice for the state|ψ〉 causesA to accept with probability at mostb. Therefore, every eigenvalue of the
operatorQ is at mostb. We have shown that if|ψ〉 is an eigenvector ofQ, then the procedureB will accept
|ψ〉 with probability less than2−r. Unfortunately, we may not assume that Merlin chooses|ψ〉 to be an
eigenvector ofQ. Nevertheless, the previous analysis can be extended to handle this possibility.

Specifically, let{|ψ1〉, . . . , |ψ2m 〉} be a complete orthonormal collection of eigenvectors ofQ, with pj

denoting the eigenvalue corresponding to|ψj 〉 for j = 1, . . . , 2m. An arbitrary unit vector|ψ〉 may be
written as

|ψ〉 =

2m
∑

j=1

αj |ψj 〉

for α1, . . . , α2m ∈ C satisfying
∑

j |αj |2 = 1. Given such a state|ψ〉 as input, the procedureB obtains
each sequencez = (z1, . . . , zN ) with probability

2m
∑

j=1

|αj |2pw(z)
j (1− pj)

N−w(z)

and so the probability of acceptance is

2m
∑

j=1

|αj|2
∑

N · a+b
2

≤i≤N

(

N

i

)

pi
j(1− pj)

N−i < 2−r.

This does not follow from linearity because measurements are nonlinear. Instead, to see that it is indeed the
case, one may repeat the analysis given previously in somewhat more generality. Specifically, let|φj 〉 =
|ψj 〉|0k 〉 and

|γj,0〉 =
Π0A∆1|φj 〉
√

1− pj

, |γj,1〉 =
Π1A∆1|φj 〉√

pj

, |δj,0〉 =
∆0A

†Π1|γj,1〉
√

1− pj

, |δj,1〉 =
∆1A

†Π1|γj,1〉√
pj

,

for eachj = 1, . . . , 2m. As before, each of these vectors is a unit vector,|δj,1〉 = |φj 〉, and

A |δj,0〉 = −√pj |γj,0〉+
√

1− pj |γj,1〉,

A |δj,1〉 =
√

1− pj |γj,0〉+
√
pj |γj,1〉,

A† |γj,0〉 = −√pj |δj,0〉+
√

1− pj |δj,1〉,

A† |γj,1〉 =
√

1− pj |δj,0〉+
√
pj |δj,1〉.
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Moreover, each of the sets{|γj,0〉}, {|γj,1〉}, {|δj,0〉}, and{|δj,1〉} is an orthonormal set. Because of this
fact, whenB is performed on the state|ψ〉, a similar pattern to the single eigenvector case arises indepen-
dently for each eigenvector|ψj 〉. This results in the stated probability of acceptance, which completes the
proof.

Applications of strong error reduction

Two applications of 3.3 will now be discussed. The first is a simplified proof thatQMA is contained in the
classPP.

Theorem 3.4. QMA ⊆ PP.

Proof. LetL ⊆ Σ∗ be a language inQMA. By 3.3 there exists a functionm ∈ poly such that

L ∈ QMAm

(

1− 2−(m+2), 2−(m+2)
)

.

LetA be a verification procedure that witnesses this fact. Specifically, each circuitAx acts onk+m qubits,
for somek ∈ poly , and satisfies the following. Ifx ∈ L, then there exists anm qubit state|ψ〉 such that

Pr[Ax accepts|ψ〉] ≥ 1− 2−m−2,

while if x 6∈ L, then
Pr[Ax accepts|ψ〉] ≤ 2−m−2

for everym qubit state|ψ〉.
For eachx ∈ Σ∗, define a2m × 2m matrixQx as

Qx =
(

Im ⊗ 〈0k |
)

A†
xΠ1Ax

(

Im ⊗ |0k 〉
)

.

EachQx is positive semidefinite, and〈ψ|Qx|ψ〉 = Pr[Ax accepts|ψ〉] for any unit vector|ψ〉 onm qubits.
The maximum probability with whichAx can be made to accept is the largest eigenvalue ofQx. Because
the trace of a matrix is equal to the sum of its eigenvalues andall eigenvalues ofQx are nonnegative, it
follows that ifx ∈ L, thentr(Qx) ≥ 1− 2−m−2 ≥ 3/4, while if x 6∈ L, thentr(Qx) ≤ 2m2−m−2 ≤ 1/4.

Now, based on a straightforward modification of the method of[FR99] discussed previously, we have
that there exists a polynomially-boundedFP function g andGapP functionsf1 andf2 such that the real
and imaginary parts of the entries ofQx are represented byf1, f2, andg in the sense that

ℜ(Qx[i, j]) =
f1(x, i, j)

2g(x)
and ℑ(Qx[i, j]) =

f2(x, i, j)

2g(x)

for 0 ≤ i, j < 2m. Define

h(x) =
2m−1
∑

i=0

f1(x, i, i).

BecauseGapP functions are closed under exponential sums, we haveh ∈ GapP. It holds thath(x) =
2g(x) tr(Qx), and therefore

x ∈ L ⇒ h(x) ≥ 3

4
2g(x) and x 6∈ L ⇒ h(x) ≤ 1

4
2g(x).

Because2g(x) is an FP function, it follows that2h(x) − 2g(x) is a GapP function that is positive ifx ∈ L
and negative ifx 6∈ L. Thus,L ∈ PP as required.
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Remark 3.5. A simple modification of the above proof yieldsQMA ⊆ A0PP. Specifically, theGapP
function2h and theFP function2g(x) satisfy the required properties to proveL ∈ A0PP, namely

x ∈ L ⇒ 2h(x) ≥ 2g(x) and x 6∈ L ⇒ 2h(x) ≤ 1

2
2g(x).

The second application concerns one-message quantum Arthur-Merlin games where Merlin sends only
a logarithmic number of qubits to Arthur. Classical one-message Arthur-Merlin games with logarithmic-
length messages from Merlin to Arthur are obviously equivalent in power toBPP, because Arthur could
simply search through all possible messages in polynomial time in lieu of interacting with Merlin. In the
quantum case, however, this argument does not work, as one may construct exponentially large sets of
pairwise nearly-orthogonal quantum states on a logarithmic number of qubits, such as those used in quantum
fingerprinting [BCWdW01]. Nevertheless, logarithmic length quantum messages can be shown to be useless
in the context ofQMA using a different method, based on the strong error reduction property ofQMA
proved above.

Fora, b : N→ [0, 1] defineQMAlog(a, b) to be the class of all languages contained inQMAm(a, b) for
m(n) = O(log n), and let

QMAlog = QMAlog(2/3, 1/3).

The choice of the constants 2/3 and 1/3 is arbitrary, which follows from 3.3.

Theorem 3.6. QMAlog = BQP.

Proof. The containmentBQP ⊆ QMAlog is trivial, so it suffices to proveQMAlog ⊆ BQP. Assume
L ∈ QMAm for m logarithmic, and assumeA is aQMA verification procedure that witnesses this fact and
has completeness and soundness error less than2−(m+2). Let

Qx =
(

Im ⊗ 〈0k |
)

A†
xΠ1Ax

(

Im ⊗ |0k 〉
)

.

Similar to the proof of 3.4, we have

x ∈ L ⇒ tr(Qx) ≥ 3/4, x 6∈ L ⇒ tr(Qx) ≤ 1/4.

We will describe a polynomial-time quantum algorithmB that decidesL with bounded error. The algo-
rithmB simply constructs a totally mixed state overm qubits and runs the verification procedureA using this
state in place of Merlin’s message. Running the verificationprocedure on the totally mixed state is equiv-
alent to running the verification procedure onm qubits initialized to some uniformly generated standard
basis state, which is straightforward to simulate using Hadamard transforms and reversible computation.
The totally mixed state onm qubits corresponds to the density matrix2−mIm, from which it follows that
the probability of acceptance ofB is given by

Pr[B acceptsx] = tr
(

Qx 2−mIm
)

= 2−m tr(Qx).

Given thatm is logarithmic in|x|, we have that the probabilities with whichB accepts inputsx ∈ L and
inputsx 6∈ L are bounded away from one another by the reciprocal of some polynomial. This difference can
be amplified by standard methods, implying thatL ∈ BQP.
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4 QAM

A QAM verification procedureA consists of a polynomial-time generated family
{

Ax,y : x ∈ Σ∗, y ∈ Σs(|x|)
}

of quantum circuits together with functionsm, s ∈ poly . As for QMA verification procedures, each circuit
Ax,y acts on two collections of qubits:m(|x|) qubits sent by Merlin andk(|x|) qubits corresponding to
Arthur’s workspace. The notion of a circuitAx,y accepting a message|ψ〉 is defined in the same way as for
QMA. In the present case, the stringy corresponds to a sequence of coin-flips sent by Arthur to Merlin, on
which Merlin’s message may depend.

Definition 4.1. The classQAM(a, b) consists of all languagesL ⊆ Σ∗ for which there exists aQAM
verification procedureA satisfying the following conditions.

1. If x ∈ L then there exists a collection of states{|ψy 〉} onm qubits such that

1

2s

∑

y∈Σs

Pr[Ax,y accepts|ψy 〉] ≥ a.

2. If x 6∈ L then for every collection of states{|ψy 〉} onm qubits it holds that

1

2s

∑

y∈Σs

Pr[Ax,y accepts|ψy 〉] ≤ b.

Similar toQMA, one may consider the cases wherea andb are constants or functions ofn = |x|, and in
the case thata andb are functions of the input length it is assumed thata(n) andb(n) can be computed
deterministically in time polynomial inn. Also as before, letQAM = QAM(2/3, 1/3).

Error reduction for QAM

The first fact aboutQAM that we prove is that completeness and soundness errors may be reduced by
running many copies of a given game in parallel. The proof is similar in principle to the proof of Lemma
14.1 in [KSV02], which corresponds to our 3.2.

Theorem 4.2. Leta, b : N→ [0, 1] andq ∈ poly satisfy

a(n)− b(n) ≥ 1

q(n)

for all n ≥ N. ThenQAM(a, b) ⊆ QAM(1− 2−r, 2−r) for everyr ∈ poly .

Proof. Let L ∈ QAM(a, b), and letA be aQAM verification procedure witnessing this fact. We consider
a newQAM verification procedure that corresponds to playing the gamedescribed by{Ax,y} in parallelN
times. The new procedure accepts if and only if the number of acceptances of the original game is at least
N · a+b

2 . Although Merlin is not required to play the repetitions independently, we will show that playing
the repetitions independently in fact gives him an optimal strategy. The theorem then follows by choosing
an appropriately large value ofN and applying a Chernoff-type bound.
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Assume hereafter that the inputx is fixed, and define

Q(0)
y = (I ⊗ 〈0k |)A†

x,yΠ0Ax,y(I ⊗ |0k 〉),
Q(1)

y = (I ⊗ 〈0k |)A†
x,yΠ1Ax,y(I ⊗ |0k 〉)

for eachy ∈ Σs. We haveQ(1)
y = I − Q

(0)
y , and consequentlyQ(0)

y andQ(1)
y share a complete set of

orthonormal eigenvectors. Let{|ψy,1〉, . . . , |ψy,2m 〉} be such a set, and let

p
(z)
y,1, . . . , p

(z)
y,2m

be the corresponding eigenvalues forQ
(z)
y , z ∈ {0, 1}. AsQ(0)

y andQ(1)
y are positive semidefinite and sum

to the identity,p(0)
y,i andp(1)

y,i are nonnegative real numbers withp(0)
y,i + p

(1)
y,i = 1 for eachy andi. Assume

without loss of generality that the eigenvectors and eigenvalues are ordered in such a way that

p
(1)
y,1 ≥ · · · ≥ p

(1)
y,2m .

This implies that the maximum acceptance probability ofAx,y is p(1)
y,1.

Under the assumption that Arthur’s coin-flips for theN repetitions are given by stringsy1, . . . , yN ∈ Σs,
if Merlin plays the repetitions independently, and optimally for each repetition, his probability of convincing
Arthur to accept is

∑

z1,...,zN∈Σ
z1+···+zN≥N · a+b

2

p
(z1)
y1,1 · · · p

(zN )
yN ,1. (6)

Without any assumption on Merlin’s strategy, the maximum probability with which Merlin can winN · a+b
2

repetitions of the original game when Arthur’s coin-flips are given byy1, . . . , yN is equal to the largest
eigenvalue of

∑

z1,...,zN∈Σ
z1+···+zN≥N · a+b

2

Q(z1)
y1
⊗ · · · ⊗Q(zN )

yN
. (7)

Therefore, to prove the proposition it suffices to show that these quantities are equal.
All of the summands in equation 7 share the complete set of orthonormal eigenvalues given by

{|ψy1,i1 〉 · · · |ψyN ,iN 〉 : i1, . . . , iN ∈ {1, . . . , 2m}} ,

and so this set also describes a complete set of orthonormal eigenvectors of the sum. The eigenvalue associ-
ated with|ψy1,i1 〉 · · · |ψyN ,iN 〉 is

∑

z1,...,zN∈Σ
z1+···+zN≥N · a+b

2

p
(z1)
y1,i1
· · · p(zN )

yN ,iN
. (8)

Defineu1(X) = X, u0(X) = 1−X, and let

f(X1, . . . ,XN ) =
∑

z1,...,zN∈Σ
z1+···+zN≥N · a+b

2

uz1(X1) · · · uzN
(XN ).
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The quantity in equation 8 is equal to

f
(

p
(1)
y1,i1

, . . . , p
(1)
yN ,iN

)

.

The functionf is multi-linear and nondecreasing in each variable everywhere on the unit hypercube. Thus,
the maximum of the quantity in equation 8 is

f
(

p
(1)
y1,1, . . . , p

(1)
yN ,1

)

,

which is equal to the quantity in equation 6. This completes the proof.

An upper bound on QAM

We now observe that the upper bound
QAM ⊆ BP · PP

holds. The following fact concerning the maximum probabilities of acceptance ofAx,y for randomy will
be used. Here we letµ(Ax,y) denote the maximum probability thatAx,y can be made to accept (maximized
over all choices of Merlin’s message|ψy 〉).
Proposition 4.3. Suppose that

{

Ax,y : x ∈ Σ∗, y ∈ Σs(|x|)
}

is aQAM verification procedure for a languageL that has completeness and soundness errors bounded by
1/9. Then for anyx ∈ Σ∗ and fory ∈ Σs chosen uniformly at random,

x ∈ L⇒ Pr[µ(Ax,y) ≥ 2/3] ≥ 2/3

x 6∈ L⇒ Pr[µ(Ax,y) ≤ 1/3] ≥ 2/3.

Proof. Suppose thatx ∈ L. Let z(y) = 1 − µ(Ax,y), and letZ be a random variable whose value isz(y)
for a uniformly choseny ∈ Σs. The assumption of the proposition implies thatE[Z] ≤ 1/9. By Markov’s
inequality we have

Pr[Z > 1/3] ≤ E[Z]

1/3
≤ 1/3,

and therefore
Pr[µ(Ax,y) ≥ 2/3] = Pr[Z ≤ 1/3] ≥ 2/3.

The proof forx 6∈ L is similar.

Theorem 4.4. QAM ⊆ BP · PP.

Proof. LetL ∈ QAM, and let

A =
{

Ax,y : x ∈ Σ∗, y ∈ Σs(|x|)
}

be aQAM verification procedure forL with completeness and soundness errors bounded by 1/9. Sucha
procedure exists by 4.2. By a straightforward modification of the proof of 3.4, one may conclude that there
exists a languageK ∈ PP such that

µ(Ax,y) ≥ 2/3⇒ (x, y) ∈ K,

µ(Ax,y) ≤ 1/3⇒ (x, y) 6∈ K.
It is possible thatµ(Ax,y) ∈ (1/3, 2/3) for some values ofy, but in this case no requirement is made on
whether or not(x, y) ∈ K. The theorem now follows from 4.3.
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5 QMAM

A QMAM verification procedureA consists of a polynomial-time generated family
{

Ax,y : x ∈ Σ∗, y ∈ Σs(|x|)
}

of quantum circuits, together with functionsm1,m2, s ∈ poly . The functionsm1 andm2 specify the
number of qubits in Merlin’s first and second messages to Arthur, while s specifies the number of random
bits Arthur sends to Merlin. Each circuitAx,y acts onm1(|x|) +m2(|x|) + k(|x|) qubits, where as before
k(|x|) denotes the number of qubits corresponding to Arthur’s workspace.

In theQMAM case, it becomes necessary to discuss possible actions thatMerlin may perform rather
than just discussing states that he may send. This is becauseMerlin’s strategy could involve preparing some
quantum state, sending part of that state to Arthur on the first message, and transforming the part of that
state he did not send to Arthur (after receiving Arthur’s coin-flips) in order to produce his second message.

Definition 5.1. A languageL ⊆ Σ∗ is in QMAM(a, b) if there exists aQMAM verification procedureA
such that the following conditions are satisfied.

1. If x ∈ L then for somel there exists a quantum state|ψ〉 onm1 + m2 + l qubits and a collection of
unitary operators{Uy : y ∈ Σs} acting onm2 + l qubits such that

1

2s

∑

y∈Σs

Pr[Ax,y accepts(Im1 ⊗ Uy)|ψ〉] ≥ a.

2. If x 6∈ L then for everyl, every quantum state|ψ〉 onm1 +m2 + l qubits, and every collection of unitary
operators{Uy : y ∈ Σs} acting onm2 + l qubits,

1

2s

∑

y∈Σs

Pr[Ax,y accepts(Im1 ⊗ Uy)|ψ〉] ≤ b.

The same assumptions regardinga andb apply in this case as in theQMA andQAM cases.

In the above definition, the circuitAx,y is acting onm1 +m2 qubits sent by Merlin in addition to Arthur’sk
workspace qubits, while(Im1 ⊗Uy)|ψ〉 is a state onm1 +m2 + l qubits. It is to be understood that the last
l qubits of(Im1 ⊗ Uy)|ψ〉 remain in Merlin’s possession, soAx,y is effectively tensored with the identity
acting on these qubits.

Equivalence of QMAM and QIP

We now proveQMAM = QIP. Because quantum Arthur-Merlin games are a restricted formof quantum
interactive proof systems,QMAM ⊆ QIP is obvious. To prove the opposite containment, we will require
the following lemmas. The first lemma is a corollary of Uhlmann’s Theorem (see [NC00]).

Lemma 5.2. Suppose the pair of registers(V,M) is in a mixed state for which the reduced state ofV

is σ. If the pair (V,M) is measured with respect to a binary valued measurement described by orthogonal
projections{Λ0,Λ1}, then the probability of obtaining the outcome 1 is at mostF (σ, ρ)2 for someρ ∈
SV(Λ1).
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The second lemma is a simple property of the fidelity function.

Lemma 5.3 ([NS02, SR02]).For any choice of density matricesρ, ξ, andσ, we have

F (ρ, σ)2 + F (σ, ξ)2 ≤ 1 + F (ρ, ξ).

Theorem 5.4. LetL ∈ QIP and letr ∈ poly . ThenL has a three message quantum Arthur-Merlin game
with completeness error 0 and soundness error at most1/2+2−r. Moreover, in this quantum Arthur-Merlin
game, Arthur’s message consists of a single coin-flip.

Proof. Let L ∈ QIP, which implies thatL has a three-message quantum interactive proof system with
completeness error 0 and soundness errorε(n) = 2−2r(n) on inputs of lengthn.

Consider aQMAM verification procedureA that corresponds to the following actions for Arthur. (It will
be assumed that the inputx is fixed, and it will be clear that the family of quantum circuits corresponding
to this verification procedure can be generated in polynomial-time given that the same is true of the verifier
being simulated.)

1. Receive registerV from Merlin.

2. Flip a fair coin and send the result to Merlin.

3. Receive registerM from Merlin. If the coin flipped in step 2 wasHEADS, applyV2 to (V,M) and accept
if the first qubit ofV (i.e., the output qubit of the quantum interactive proof system) is 1, otherwise reject.
If the coin in step 2 wasTAILS, applyV †

1 to (V,M) and accept if all qubits ofV are set to 0, otherwise
reject.

Suppose first thatx ∈ L, so that some prover, whose actions are described by a state|ψ〉 and a unitary
operatorU can convinceV to accept with certainty. Then Merlin can convince Arthur toaccept with
certainty as follows:

1. Prepare state|0k〉 in registerV and state|ψ〉 in registers(M,P). Apply V1 to registers(V,M), and send
V to Arthur.

2. If Arthur flips HEADS, applyU to (M,P) and sendM to Arthur. If Arthur flips TAILS, sendM to Arthur
without applyingU .

Now assumex 6∈ L, so that no prover can convinceV to accept with probability exceedingε. Suppose
that the reduced density matrix of registerV sent by Merlin isσ. By 5.2 and 5.3, the probability that Arthur
can be made to accept is at most

1

2
F (ρ, σ)2 +

1

2
F (ξ, σ)2 ≤ 1

2
+

1

2
F (ρ, ξ)

maximized overρ ∈ SV(V1∆1V
†
1 ) andξ ∈ SV(V †

2 Π1V2). By 2.1 this probability is at most

1

2
+

√
ε

2
≤ 1

2
+ 2−r(|x|),

which completes the proof.

Corollary 5.5. For any functionr ∈ poly we haveQIP ⊆ QMAM(1, 1/2 + 2−r).
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Error reduction for QMAM

Now, suppose that we have aQMAM protocol for a languageL with perfect completeness and soundness
error b, and we repeat the protocolN times in parallel, accepting if and only if allN of the repetitions
accept. It is clear that this resulting protocol has perfectcompleteness, because Merlin can play optimally
for each parallel repetition independently and achieve an acceptance probability of 1 for anyx ∈ L. In the
case thatx 6∈ L, Merlin can gain no advantage whatsoever over playing the repetitions independently, and
so the soundness error decreases tobN as we would hope. This follows from the fact that the same holds
for arbitrary three-message quantum interactive proof systems [KW00], of which three-message quantum
Arthur-Merlin games are a restricted type. This implies thefollowing corollary.

Corollary 5.6. For any functionr ∈ poly we haveQIP = QMAM(1, 2−r).

More than three messages

Finally, we note that one may define quantum Arthur-Merlin games having any polynomial number of
messages in a similar way to three-message quantum Arthur-Merlin games. Such games are easily seen to
be equivalent in power to three-message quantum Arthur-Merlin games. Specifically, polynomial-message
quantum Arthur-Merlin games will be special cases of quantum interactive proof systems, and can therefore
be parallelized to three-message interactive proofs and simulated by three-message quantum Arthur-Merlin
games as previously described.

6 Open questions

Many interesting questions about quantum Arthur-Merlin games remain unanswered, including the follow-
ing questions.

• Are there interesting examples of problems inQMA orQAM that are not known to be inAM? A similar
question may be asked forQMAM vs.PSPACE.

• The question of whether there exists an oracle relative to which BQP is outside of the polynomial-time
hierarchy appears to be a difficult problem. In fact it is currently not even known if there is an oracle
relative to whichBQP 6⊆ AM. Is there an oracle relative to whichQMA or QAM is not contained in
AM? If so, what aboutQMA or QAM versusPH? Such results might shed some light on the problem
of BQP versus the polynomial-time hierarchy.

• [NW94] provedalmost-NP = AM. Is it the case thatalmost-QMA = QAM?
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